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Safety analysis - General setup:

Evaluation of probability of at least one accident in one year can often
follow the following general scheme: identify initiation events Ai which, if
followed by a suitable scenario Bi , leads to the accident; estimate
intensities of the events λ(Ai ); compute the probabilities P(Bi ).

Then the risk for the accident is approximately measured by
∑
λAi P(Bi )

1

where the intensities of the streams of Ai , λAi , all have units [year−1].

An important assumption is that the streams of initiation events are
independent and much more frequent than the occurrences of studied
accidents. Hence these can be estimated from historical records.

What remains is computation of probabilities P(Bi ).
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11 − exp(−x) ≈ x



In safety of engineering structures, B is often written in a form that a
function of uncertain values (random variables) exceeds some critical
level ucrt

B = “ g(X1,X2, . . . ,Xn) > ucrt ”

It is convenient to find a function h such that

B = ”h(X1,X2, . . . ,Xn) ≤ 0”.

Then, with Z = h(X1,X2, . . . ,Xn), the failure probability Pf = FZ (0).2

One might think that it is a simple matter to find the failure probability
Pf, since only the distribution of a single variable Z needs to be found.

2Often h(X1,X2, . . . ,Xn) = ucrt − g(X1,X2, . . . ,Xn). Note that h is not
uniquely defined.



Multiplicative models:

Assume that January 2009, one has invested K SEK in a stock portfolio
and one wonders what its value will be in year 2020. Denote the value of
the portfolio in year 2020 by Z and let Xi be factors by which this value
changed during a year 2009 + i , i = 0, 1, . . . , 11. Obviously the value is
given by

Z = K · X0 · X1 · . . . · X11.

Here “failure” is subjective and depends on our expectations, e.g.
“failure” can be that we lost money, i.e. Z < K .

In order to estimate the risk (probability) for failure, one needs to model
the properties of Xi . As we know factors Xi are either independent nor
have the same distribution.3 For simplicity suppose that Xi are iid, then
employing logarithmic transformation

lnZ = lnK + lnX1 + · · ·+ lnXn,

Now if n is large the Central Limit Theorem tells us that lnZ is
approximatively normally distributed.

3The so called theory of time series is often used to model variability of Xi .



Lognormal rv. :

A variable Z such that lnZ ∈ N(m, σ2) is called a lognormal variable.

Using the distribution Φ of a N(0, 1) variable we have that

FZ (z) = P(Z ≤ z) = P(lnZ ≤ ln z) = Φ
( ln z −m

σ

)
.

In can be shown that

E[Z ] = em+σ2/2,

V[Z ] = e2m · (e2σ
2

− eσ
2

),

D[Z ] = em
√

e2σ2 − eσ2 = em+σ2/2 ·
√
eσ2 − 1.
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Please study applications of log-normally distributed variables given in

the course book.



The weakest-link principle:
The principle means that the strength of a structure is equal to the
strength of its weakest part. For a chain “failure” occurs if minimum of
strengths of chain components is below a critical level ucrt:

X = min(X1, . . . ,Xn) ≤ ucrt.

If Xi are independent with distributions Fi , then

P(X ≤ ucrt) = 1− P(min(X1, . . . ,Xn) > ucrt)

= 1− P(X1 > ucrt, . . . ,Xn > ucrt)

= 1− (1− F1(ucrt)) · . . . · (1− Fn(ucrt)).

The computations are particularly simple if Xi are iid Weibull distributed

P(X ≤ x) = 1− (1− (1− e−(x/a)
c

))k = 1− e−k(x/a)
c

= 1− e−(x/ak )
c

,

that is, a Weibull distribution with a new scale parameter ak = a/k1/c .4

Examination 2013-05-28 Problem 5.

4The change of scale parameter due to minimum formation is called size
effect (larger objects are weaker).



Safety Indexes:
A safety index is used in risk analysis as a measure of safety which is high
when the probability of failure Pf is low. This measure is a more crude
tool than the probability, and is used when the uncertainty in Pf is too
large or when there is not sufficient information to compute Pf.

Consider the simplest case Z = R − S and suppose that variables R and
S are independent normally distributed, i.e. R ∈ N(mR , σ

2
R),

S ∈ N(mS , σ
2
S). Then also Z ∈ N(mZ , σ

2
Z ), where mZ = mR −mS and

σZ =
√
σ2
R + σ2

S , and thus

Pf = P(Z < 0) = Φ
(0−mZ

σZ

)
= Φ(−βC) = 1− Φ(βC),

where βC = mZ/σZ is called Cornell’s safety index.
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Illustration of safety index. Here: βC = 2.
Failure probability Pf = 1− Φ(2) = 0.023

(area of shaded region).



Cornell - index

The index βC gives the failure probabilities when Z is approximately
normally distributed. Note that for any distribution of Z the Cornell’s
safety index βC = 4 always means that the distance from the mean of Z
to the unsafe region is 4 standard deviations. In quality control 6
standard deviations5 are used lately, however in that case one is
interested in fraction of components that do not meet specifications. In
our case we do not consider mass production but long exposures times.

The Cornells index has some deficiencies and hence an improved version,
called Hasofer-Lind index, is commonly used in reliability analysis. Since
quite advanced computer software is needed for computation of βHL it
will not be discussed in details.

5Six Sigma is a registered service mark and trademark of Motorola, Inc.
Motorola has reported over US$ 17 billion in savings from Six Sigma as of 2006.



Computation of Cornell’s index

I Recall the setup: Ri are strength-, Si the load-variables and
h(·)-function of strengthes and loads being negative when failure
occurs. Let

Z = h(R1, . . . ,Rk ,S1, . . . ,Sn),

and assume that E[Z ] > 0. Now βC = E[Z ]/
√

V[Z ].

I Assume that only expected values and variances of the variables Ri

and Si are known. (We also assume that all strength and load
variables are independent.) In order to compute βC we need to find

E[h(R1, . . . ,Rk ,S1, . . . ,Sn)], V[h(R1, . . . ,Rk ,S1, . . . ,Sn)].

which often can only be done by means of some approximations.
The main tools are the so-called Gauss’ formulae.



Gauss’ Approximations.
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Let X be a random variable with E[X ] = m and V[X ] = σ2 then

E[h(X )] ≈ h(m) and V[h(X )] ≈ (h′(m))2σ2.

'

&

$

%

Let X and Y be independent random variables with expectations mX ,mY ,
respectively. For a smooth function h the following approximations

E[h(X ,Y )] ≈ h(mX ,mY ),

V[h(X ,Y )] ≈
[
h1(mX ,mY )

]2
V[X ] +

[
h2(mX ,mY )

]2
V[Y ],

where

h1(x , y) =
∂

∂x
h(x , y), h2(x , y) =

∂

∂y
h(x , y).
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If X and Y are correlated then

E[h(X ,Y )] ≈ h(mX ,mY ),

V[h(X ,Y )] ≈
[
h1(mX ,mY )

]2
V[X ] +

[
h2(mX ,mY )

]2
V[Y ]

+2h1(mX ,mY ) h2(mX ,mY ) Cov[X ,Y ].

Extension to higher dimension then 2 is straightforward.

For independent strength and load variables Cornell’s index can be

approximately computed by the following formula

βC ≈
h(mR1 , . . . ,mRk

,mS1 , . . . ,mSn)[k+n∑
i=1

[
hi (mR1 , . . . ,mRk

,mS1 , . . . ,mSn)
]2
σ2i

]1/2 ,

where σ2
i is the variance of the ith variable in the vector of loads and

strengths (R1, . . . ,Rk ,S1, . . . ,Sn), while hi denote the partial derivatives
of the function h.

Examination 2011-05-23 Problem 6.



Use of safety indexes in risk analysis

For βHL, one has approximately that Pf ≈ Φ(−βHL). Clearly, a higher
value of the safety index implies lower risk for failure but also a more
expensive structure. In order to propose the so-called target safety
index one needs to consider both costs and consequences. Possible
classes of consequences are:

Minor Consequences This means that risk to life, given a failure, is
small to negligible and economic consequences are small
or negligible (e.g. agricultural structures, silos, masts).

Moderate Consequences This means that risk to life, given a failure, is
medium or economic consequences are considerable (e.g.
office buildings, industrial buildings, apartment buildings).

Large Consequences This means that risk to life, given a failure, is
high or that economic consequences are significant (e.g.
main bridges, theatres, hospitals, high-rise buildings).



Obviously, the cost of risk prevention etc. also has to be considered,
when we are choosing target reliability indexes (“target” means that one
wishes to design the structures so that the safety index for a particular
failure mode will have the target value). Here the so-called “ultimate
limit states” are considered, which means failure modes of the structure
— in everyday-language: that one can not use it anymore.

It is important to remember that the values of βHL contain time
information; it is a measure of safety for one year. Index βHL = 3.7
means that ”nominal” return period for failure A, say, is 104 years. (Note
that If you have 1000 independent streams of A then return period is
only 10 years.)

Table 1: Safety index and consequences.

Relative cost of Minor consequences Moderate consequences Large consequences

safety measure of failure of failure of failure

Large βHL = 3.1 βHL = 3.3 βHL = 3.7
Normal βHL = 3.7 βHL = 4.2 βHL = 4.4
Small βHL = 4.2 βHL = 4.4 βHL = 4.7

1


